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The ionic model: Perceptionsand realities in mineralogy*
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Ansrnacr
The ionic model for crystals was devised shortly after the first crystal structures were
determined in the early part of this century, but its use was hindered by the difficulty of
calculating Coulomb electrostatic sums, and its applicability was diminished by the fact
that empirical short-rangerepulsive potentials could be obtained only for the simplest of
structures.Over the past two decadesthesedisadvantageshave been overcome,by development of techniquesfor fitting short-rangepotentials empirically to data for any structure,
and by the important innovation of the modified electron-gas(MEG) formalism by which
short-rangepotentials for closed-shellions can be determined nonempirically from electron densities. Both techniques have now been employed to examine minimum-energy
structures and properties of a variety of mineral systems.In a review of studies of TiO,
polymorphs, MgSiO, perovskite, forsterite and its high-pressure polymorphs, quartz,
diopside, and albite, the modern applicability of the ionic model to examination of the
structuresand propertiesof silicatesand oxides is explored.The potential of thesemethods
to contribute significantly to quantitative understanding of crystal-chemicaland thermodynamic properties of a wide spectrum of minerals is firmly established.

The ionic model

INrnooucrroN
The ionic model in its simplest form assertsthat atoms
in a crystal are ionized, with valenceelectronstransferred
from cations to anions. The nearest neighbors of positively chargedcations are negatively chargedanions and
vice versa. The major forces bonding the ions are electrostatic, obeying Coulomb's law for the force between
point charges.At short separationsthe ions are held apart
by repulsive forcesbetweenpartially overlapping electron
densities.These ideas led years ago to the important notion that geometricalconstraintsof packing are a primary
factor controlling the structuresof ionic solids.
There is a common perception among mineralogists
that the ionic model is now outmoded, that it is too simplified, and that becausebonding in minerals is rarely
purely ionic, the oversimplified model cannot possibly be
appropriate. But in reality there exists an undeniable,expanding body ofknowledge about mineral behavior acquired using the assumptionsof the ionic model. My objective hereis to outline somerecentadvancesmade using
ionic models. By illustrating the kinds of things that can
be learned, I hope to show that the ionic model remains
an important tool for mineralogists,crystal chemists,and
even mineral physicists.
* Adapted from the Presidential Address given at the annual
meeting of the Mineralogical Society of America, November 7,
I 989, in St. Louis, Missouri. Figures7, 9, 10, I 1,and I 2 originally
appearedin Physics and Chemistry of Minerals and are reprinted
here with the permission of Springer-Verlag.
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The ionic structure energy is the energy changewhen
infinitely separatedions are brought to their positions in
a crystal. The notion that atoms in a solid are held in
equilibrium by an attractive force and a more rapidly
changing repelling force was suggestedas early as 1785
by Bo5kovi6,' and Griineisen and Mie both employed
generalizedpotential expressionsof the form (Sherman,
t932)

w,,:-k*I,

a,b>o;n>m.

(l)

A quantitative theory for ionic solids was developed between l9l8 ar;,d1924 by Madelung, Haber, and espe' Rudjer J. Bo5kovi6,born in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia,in I 7 I I ,
published a five-volume work titled Opera pertinentia ad opticam et astronomiam maxima ex parte nova et omnia hucusque
inedita in V tomos distributa in 1785. Among other things, this
work contains a "universal law of forces" among particles of
matter, which he developed as an outgrowth of Newton's speculations on the subject.From his analysisofcollisions ofbodies,
he argued that the forces acting on elementsof matter were alternately attractive or repulsive, depending on the separation
distance, and that at very small distances the repulsive force predominated, becoming infinite at zero separation.Historians believe Bo5kovi6's ideas represent the first articulation of what
would in the 19th century become the concept of fields. Interestingly, Bo5kovi6 had earlier (around 1742) developed ideas
about mountain building that are the precursorsof isostasyand
had proposedmethods for measuringgravity and the mean density of the earth (Gillespie, 1970).
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fact that in both summations eachinteraction is included
twrce.
There are two sigrrificant difrculties with Equation 7
that precluded its early application to any but the simplest structures.First, the Coulomb sum convergesvery
slowly, as can be easily appreciated from the fact that
alternating shells offurther neighbors have opposite vaSecond,the short-rangeterms involve parameters
( 2 ) lences.
w u : 1 E E* \ ,
\ and p (or b and n in the case of the inverse power
rij
ril
formulation), which had to be determined empirically.
where z, and z, arc the valencesof the interacting ions, e There was no readily understood way to calculate the
is the electron charge,r,, is the interionic distance,and b,, energyofelectron overlap from first principles.
As one way to deal with the first problem, the Coulomb
and n are constantscharacteristicofthe specific interacj.
was writted as
summation
tion betweenions i and For known structures,b,, could
be determined from the equilibrium condition
(8)
Wcou: Azrz,e2/ro,
cially Born. The interionic pair potential, Wr,(with units
of energy),consistsof a Coulomb electrostaticterm, derived from the force between nonoverlapping ions considered as point charges,and a short-rangeterm arising
from ion overlap that is mainly repulsive.Born and Land6
(1918)wrote this potential as

where A is a constant dependingonly on the structure of
the crystal-known as the Madelung constant-and ro is
the unique, or possibly the smallest, cation-anion disfrom which
tance.Madelung (1918) was the first to calculatesuch a
brr: -zrz,e2rX-t/n.
(4) constant, for the NaCl structure. For structures such as
NaCl, CsCl, and ZnS, whoseatomic coordinatesare fixed
by symmetry, the madelungconstant,A, is truly constant
The exponent n could be determined for certain simple
for the structure type, and the Coulomb term for a spesubstancesfrom bulk compressibilities.If the structure is
cific example requires only the specific valencesand ro
fixed by symmetry, and a changein unit-cell volume is
for that example. For a structure type as simple as rutile,
directly related to a changein one unique interionic dishowever, A is a function of both c/a and the one variable
tance, n can be obtained ftom d2W/dr2. A value for n of
atomic coordinate, x"*". Thus for complex structures,
9, based on the compressibilities of alkali halides, was
Equation 8 provides no advantage.
frequently used (Pauling, 1928).
Ewald (1921) deviseda method to calculateW.ouinFrom studies of quantum mechanics it had become
volving two rapidly convergingsums. One is a direct latclear by the late 1920sthat the short-rangerepulsive potice sum whose convergenceis acceleratedby inclusion
tential was more appropriately describedby an exponenof a modification function (complement of the error functial form rather than by the inverse power form (Pauling,
tion) that decreasesfrom I to 0 as r' increases.The error
1927). Born and Mayer ( 1932) wrote this potential as
introduced by this modification function is exactly com(5) pensatedby the second sum, whose convergenceis also
W**pt: \rrexP(-r',/pr,),
acceleratedby a modification function that decreasesfrom
where 1,,,and p,, are parameterscharacteristic of the in1 to 0 as I h I increases,where h is a reciprocal lattice
teracting ions i and j. Replacing the short-rangeterm in
vector. Bertaut (1952) modified Ewald's method to sum
Equation (2) with that from Equation (5), the interionic
completelyin reciprocalspace.Both methods derive from
potential becomes
the fact that, using the identity
Y:o:
dr

- z r z , e 2 r-; ' n b , , / - ( o + t ) ,

w' u, . : z i z j e ' * \ e x p ( - r , , / p u ) .
'rr.J.

(3)

(6)

Under the assumption of pairwise additive behavior, the
ionic structure energy can be obtained by summing all
interionic potentials:

l/r:

J

I e-^ dx

(r + 0),

(9)

0

the Coulomb sums can be replaced by integrals, and by
appropriate transformations a Fourier representationof
potential can be obtained. Some aspects of the Ewald
Wror:
W"ou + W"non ,uos.
method are discussedby Nijboer and DeWette (1957),
Burnham (1985) has briefly reviewed the Bertaut
(7) and
w,o,:t/244
.
troexp(-rolp,,).
method. Both algorithms are widely programmed and give
+
"?4i + j
rapid reliable results; examples include wvrrN (Busing,
i+j
1981), which usesthe Ewald method, and eI-nN(Ohashi
The summation of Coulomb electrostatic terms is over and Burnham, 1972), which usesthe Bertaut method.
all ion pairs in the crystal, whereas the summation of
short-rangeterms is generallynot required to go beyond Energy minimization
With the advent of widely available rapid computing
nearestneighbors,or second-nearestneighborsin the case
ofanion-anion interactions.The factor Yzaccountsfor the power, determination of minimum-energy structuresbe-
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came a reality. The structure energy of a crystal can be
calculatedeasily using Equation 7, provided appropriate
short-rangeparametersare available.Atomic coordinates
and unit-cell dimensions can be varied until the minimum-energy configuration, having 0W/0x, : 0 for all
structure parameters x,, is found. The programs wMrN
(Busing, l98l) and MErApocs(Parker, 1983) are examples that provide this capability. Such energyminimizations yield static structures,strictly speaking,appropriate
forP:0andT:0.
As a simple example,Figure I is a plot of the net structure energy for MgO, as the differencebetween the negative Coulomb electrostaticenergy and the positive, repulsive, short-range energy, as a function of Mg-O
interatomic distance.MgO has the cubic NaCl structure,
in which the atoms are fixed by symmetry, all Mg-O distances are identical, and Vor: (2r*r_o)r.Whereasthe
minimum appearsill defined at large energy scales,the
inset shows clearly at a magnified scale a well defined,
almost parabolic, energy minimum. The inset indicates
the observeddistance,2.105 A, as well as severalother
recently determined minimum-energy distances. The
variation in calculated minimum-energy configurations
reflectsdifferencesin short-rangeparameters.
To accountfor the effectofpressure,an additional term,
pAV, whereAZis the volume changeon compression,is
included in the energy minimization. With minimizations carried out at severalpressures,the isothermal compressibility and its inverse, the 0 K bulk modulus Ko, can
be determined from

t
K.:

- r[aA
V \d p l,

(10)

It should be noted that the calculated bulk modulus depends essentially on the second derivatives of the pair
potentials. Specific normal or shear stressesmay be applied as well, and the calculated strains in the resulting
model are usedto obtain elasticmoduli (Busingand Matsui,1984).
Calculation of thermodynamicproperties
Further development of thermodynamic properties of
ionic crystals from the simple pair potential model embodied in Equations 6 and 7 requires lattice dynamical
calculations.The complete internal energy,E, consistsof
the static structureenergy,W, plus the vibrational energy,
written as a sum over normal vibrational modes (Born
and Huang, 1954)
E : W -r t/z)

ho:,*
,

srplzoiu nZ) -

I

(l l)

where the co,are frequenciesof normal vibration modes,
i is Planck's constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
?" is temperature in K. The vibrational energy can be
recast in terms of an integral over frequency (e.g., Price
et al., 1987b)
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Fig. l. Periclase structure energy as a function of Mg-O separation. Coulomb term obtained from Equation 8 using A :
1.747566 for the NaCl structure; MEG short-range term obtained using tr and p from linear regressions(Table 1) extrapolated to oxygenshell radius of 1.205A. Inset showsnet structure
energy,relative to zero at 2.12 A minimum, in the region close
to the minimum; short vertical bars indicate other reported MEGdetermined minima (Tossell, 1980; Muhlhausen and Gordon,
198la; Hemley et al., 1985; Mehl et al., 1986);longer vertical
bar indicates observedMg-O distance,2.105 A (Hazen, 1976a).

-t
E :

W +

| hot {t/z + lexp(ha/kZ)

-

ll-t}

G(<.r)dco.

-o

(r2)
Here <,r-is the maximum vibrational frequency of the
crystal and G(c,r)is the density-of-statesfunction, such
that G(<.r)d<.ris the number of normal modes in the first
Brillouin zone having frequenciesbetween<.rand <,r* d<o.
At 0 K, the vibrational contribution to internal energyis
from zero-point energy alone, r/z2 har.
The relationship between interionic potentials (Eq. 6)
and the frequenciesof normal vibration modes is embodied in Newtonian equations of motion, and is discussed in several crystal physics texts (e.9., Born and
Huang, 1954; Cochran,1973).Price et al. (1987a)effectively review the path from the fundamental notion that
the restoring force encounteredby an ion,i displaced by
a small vector ui from its equilibrium position is given
by

F,:0w/6t,

(13)
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ation of vibration frequencywith molar volume. Since <,r
varies with k according to the dispersion relations, there
(14)
is an unlimited number of 7,'s. Nevertheless,an average
where n is the number of atoms in the unit cell, ru is Griineisen parameter,?, can be calculatedfrom
atom mass,k is the wave vector of the vibration (whose
values rangejust through the first Brillouin zone of the
'
crystal), e(k) is the polarization vector describing the
d ln(I4
atomic displacementsfor a particular vibration, and D(k)
is the dynamical matrix
Within the framework of the quasiharmonic approximation, which ignoresanharmonic vibrational effectsand
that Equation 13 is exact, it has been shown
assumes
:
(
1
5
)
D(k)
(Slater,
1939)
that the thermal Grifureisenparameter, 7,r,,
#,exp(ik'r,,).
4
is equal to the mean mode Griineisen parameter, !.
For a given value ofk, solution ofEquation 14 yields 3n
Assuming that one has appropriate interionic pair poeigenvalues,each of which corresponds to the squared tentials (Eq. 6), minimum-energy static structurescan be
frequency,<o'z(k),
of a normal vibration mode. The asso- calculated using Equation 7 for any pressure.The subciated eigenvectors,e(k), describe the atomic displace- stantially more difficult and time consuming quasiharments associatedwith each mode. It is important to note monic lattice dynamical calculationscan then be carried
that calculated vibration frequenciesdepend on second out for several volumes. With strategiesbased on reladerivatives of pair potentials. Eigenvaluescalculated for tionships outlined here,elasticmoduli and Griineisen pak : 0, the long wavelengthlimit, correspondto frequen- rameters can be obtained, and from them isothermal
cies measuredby infrared and Raman spectroscopy,thus compressibilities,coefficientsof volume expansion, and
providing for comparisons with experimental data. As heat capacities,leading to determinations of entropy and
will be shown later, extensive calculations at numerous Gibbs free energy. In theory, then, equations of state of
values of k throughout the first Brillouin zone are re- complex ionic crystals and relative stabilities among
quired to evaluate the phonon-dispersion relations and polymorphs are accessibledirectly from interionic pair
to calculate a density-of-statesfunction, G(t't), which is potentials within the framework of the ionic model, using
neededto evaluatethe total vibration energyusing Equa- energyminimizations and lattice dynamical calculations.
tion 12.
Calculationsof thermal propertiesand equationsof state
Short-rangepotentials
require,in addition to the density-of-statesfunction, G(c.r),
The extent to which simulations of structures and
knowledge of the mode Griineisen parameters,"y,,given
properties
can be successfuldependslargely on the integ(Born
by
and Huang, 1954),
rity ofthe short-rangepotentials. Given that thesehad to
be determined empirically until recently, two questions
, Y , : d ln(<ot)'
( 1 6 ) had to be faced: First, what is the most appropriate pad ln(IJ
rameterization? And next, how will the parameters be
From the constantvolumeheatcapacity,Cr, givenby
determined?
Various modifications of the standardBorn-Mayer form
(Eq.
5) have beendevised.One form, first usedby Gilbert
exp(ho/k7)
'
^. o.,'
( ' - . -: t -lonl
t:k
K If {n.nV2
u(o,l
(1968), modifies the Born-Mayer parameteization actr
J
lexpd,dkn
farl,:
"
U
cording to
(l7)
wtj<n) : (B, + \)exp[(A, + 4 - r',)/(8, + Bj)] (21)
to the resulting 3n equations of motion

: D(k)e(k),
rnc.,'?(k)e(k)

r:

one obtains the heat capacity at constant pressure, C.
usrng
Co: Cn + P2TVKr,

(l 8)

from which the entropy is obtained using S : IQ/T) dT.
In Equation 18, K, is the isothermal bulk modulus and
B is the coefficientof volume expansion.Following Price
et al. ( I 987b), B can be determined from

0: t,"(cr/Kr)v

(le)

where 7* is the thermal Griineisen parameter and K. is
determined from elastic constants,assumedto be independent of temperature. The mode Griineisen parameters,?i, determined using Equation 16, representthe vari-

diP9|

eo)

where, instead of parameterstr and p being specificfor a
given interaction i - j, the potential is written in terms
of parametersA, and B, that are "properties" of eachion.
After As and Bs have been determined by some means
for a variety of ions, the potentials for different interactions are then easily formulated.
A number of workers (e.g.,Price et al., 1987a)have
employed what is sometimescalled the Buckingham parameterization, in which an attractive van der Waals term,
accounting for instantaneousdipole-dipole interactions,
is added to a Born-Mayer form:
W,:t*pt: A,,exp(- rulB 11)- C,,/11,.

(22)

Additional expressionshave been employed to account
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for certain polarizable ions or for the covalent behavior
of, for example,the Si-O bond. A simple shell model for
polarizable anions separatesthe ion into a core containing all the mass surrounded by a shell of chargeY representingthe outer valenceelectrons(Priceet al.,1987a).
The core and shell are separatedby r and are coupled by
a harmonic spring with a spring constant, k, leading to
the potential W," : kr2, and polarizability, a : (Y€)r/(k
+ r). To model Si-O, Price and Parker (1984) used a
Morse potentialwhereasSanderset al. (1984)and Matsui
and Busing (1984) employed various kinds ofbond-bending potentials.
Having formulated the short-range potential for various interactions,valuesfor the parametersmust be found
empirically. As mentioned earlier, bulk compressibilities
are useful only for the simplest structures in which all
interionic separationsare determined by the lattice parametersalone. Since dW/drr,: 0 at equilibrium and
d')W/d,rl,: k,,,where k,, is the force constant for ij stretching, \,, and ri; for the Born-Mayer short-range potential
formulation may be determined from fully characterized
vibrational spectra (Lasaga, 1980). This procedure requires, however, that simple stretchingor bending modes
be readily identifiable, which further requires a sometimes unrealistic assumption that the vibrations are suitably localized(McMillan, 1985).
During the past decadea substantial number of ionic
modeling studieshave used short-rangepotential parameters determined by fitting to known structures.Both the
programs wurN (Busing, 1981) and uerepocs (Parker,
1983)are capableofdetermining a set ofshort-rangeparameters that best reproduce one or more known structures, and fittings can be carried out with any ofa variety
of potential formulations. Recognizingthat silicates and
many oxides of interest to mineralogists have real electron distributions substantially different from those expected in truly ionic crystals(e.g., Sasakiet al., 1980;
Fujino et al., l98l), severalworkershave carriedout fittings using variable ionic charges.I have previously reviewed a number of silicate modeling studies carried out
with short-range potentials determined by a variety of
empirical fittings to observedstructures(Burnham, 1985).
All empirically determined short-range potentials include implicitly the consequencesof the details of the
bonding in whatever structures are used for fitting, regardlessof whether the observations are compressibilities, vibrational force constants,or the structural parametersthemselves.Thus ionic modelingwith suchpotentials
includes some effectsrelated to lack of pure ionicity. Insofar as these short-range parameters reflect specific
bonding circumstances,significant questions arise as to
the appropriatenessof applying such parameters to the
same interactions in other structures.This is the issue of
transferability: Will Mg-O short-range potentials determined from properties of periclase,for example, be appropriate when applied to modeling of Mg-O octahedra
in, say, olivine? Some examplesthat I discussbelow bear
on this important question.

Given that few solids are known to be purely ionic, one
might legitimately ask how the ionic model, with a cohesiveenergyrepresentedby Equation 7, canbe expected
to yield useful results for any but a small handful of the
most ionic phases.Clearly some elaborations of shortrange potentials, mentioned above, attempt explicitly to
accommodate nonionic effects.But more generally it is
worth pointing out that the model, as embodiedin Equation 7, is addressedto central forces betweenatoms, and
assumes,with somejustification, that the cohesiveenergy
is closely approximated by pairwise addition of these interionic potentials. It does not speakto the reality ofvalenceelctron distributions,but assumes,regardlessof these
distributions, that the energetics are adequately described. I reemphasizethat empirical short-rangepotentials include implicitly the effectsof a particular electron
distribution, and to the extent that such distributions differ from structure to structure, the transferability ofsuch
potentials will be diminished.
THn vrolrrrED ELEcTRoN-cAs (MEG) MoDEL
A model for interactionsbetweenclosed-shellions with
short-range potentials determined nonempirically from
electron-gastheory was introduced by Gordon and Kim
(1972). The model assumesthat the interaction between
two closed-shellions is a function of their electron densities. Ifp, and p, are two partly overlapping chargedensities,the total chargedensity, pi.;,is assumedto be simply
the sum of the individual charge densities; thus in the
overlap region, the densitiesare assumedto be additive.
The interaction energyis given by
W:

W"o. + W", + W".,

(23)

where I,Z.ouis a Coulomb interaction, 2". is the shortrangeenergy,and W".is ion self-energy.Chargedensities,
p,, for closed-shellions are obtained from Hartree-Fock
self-consistentfield calculations using Slater or other analytic extended-basissets. Although from the perspectives of mineralogistsand crystals chemists, calculations
using this model might easily be termed ab initio because
no empirical parametersare used, a more rigorous view
holds that the model should not carry that label because
the chargedensities,once calculated,are not varied, and
interaction energies are derived from these fixed, assumedadditive, densities.
W"*is calculateddirectly as in the standardionic model
for point charges.It is applicable to the nonoverlapped
portion of the ion electron densities. There is a much
smaller nonpoint Coulomb contribution, arising within
the overlapped portion of the charge densities, that is
calculatedexactly and included as part of W",.
The short-rangeenergy, W",,is calculatedusing energydensity functionals obtained from electron-gas theory
(Gordon and Kim, 1972;Waldman and Gordon, 1979).
Separatefunctionals are employed for three components
ofthe short-rangeenergy,namely kinetic, exchange,and
correlation energies:
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,,,:

f
- piEc(pi)- p:E"(p:)l (24)
d3rlp,,EoQt,,)
J

dius rn and charyeQ F -t) at its surface.The shell potentiai Z"n,is:

and

4,( D:
E"(p):

E""

* E"*"n * E.oo.

(2s)

The energy-densityfunctionals (Muhlhausenand Gordon,
l98la) are shown at bottom ofpage.
C*, C*, and C. are density-functionalcorrection factors,
introduced by Waldman and Gordon (1979), that modify
the original electron-gastheory. The purpose of the correction factors is to compensate,without disrupting the
simplicity of the electron-gasformalism, for known errors
arising from gradients in nonuniform densities (Gordon
and Kim, 1972) Ihat lead to significant errors in the predicted potential-well depths of rare-gassystems.Correction factors are given by Waldman and Gordon (1979)
for various rare-gasinteractions;theseare appropriate for
correspondingisoelectronicion-ion corrections.
The kinetic and exchangefunctionals are known exactly, but the correlation functional is more complicated.
Indeed, alternatives to the Gordon and Kim (1972) interpolation formula (Eq.26c) have been suggested;Clugston (l 978)hasdiscussedthesein the contextofan overall
assessment
of the electron-gasmodel.
The fundamental assumption of MEG theory is that
the total charge density of ions in a crystal is appropriately consideredto be the superposition ofcharge densities of separatedions. It assumes,like earlier ionic models,
that the net interaction energy is suitably representedby
a pairwise additive approximation. Many-body contributions that arise as ions are juxtaposed in a crystal may
add nonlinearities to the density functionals for shortrange energy terms, and they may, additionally, cause
changesin the free-ion charge densities. These changes
can be divided into two categories:(l) ion size changes
that retain spherical symmetry, and (2) anisotropic distortions ofcharge density owing to field gradients in the
crystal that lead to dipolar or higher-order multipolar interactions.Muhlhausen and Gordon ( 198I a) demonstrated that, whereasnonlinear many-body effectsare of little
significance,isotropic-sizechangesowing to the effectsof
potentials on ions in a crystal are important. Following
the strategiesof Pachalisand Weiss (1969) and Watson
(1958), they calculatea "stabilized" ion chargedensity
by surrounding the ion with a spherical shell having ra-

{

Q/ro for r < ro
Q/r forr) ro.

(27)

Thus the shell potential seenby the ion can be adjusted
by changingthe shell radius, ro. Since this shell potential
mimics the crystal field seenby the ion, Muhlhausen and
Gordon (l98la) arguethat the most appropriateshellradius is one that yields a shell potential equal to the Madelung (Coulomb) potential at the ion site. The shell potential effectively alters the size ofthe ion, which changes
the chargedensity and hencethe short-rangeinteractions
with adjacentions. Muhlhausenand Gordon (l98la) show
that these effectsare much more pronounced for anions
than cations, and, indeed, that shell stabilization is not
neededfor cations.The ion self-energies,Z* in Equation
23, correspondto the energydifferencesbetweenfree ions
and shell-stabilizedions and are an important part of the
total energy. For O, becausethe isolated divalent anion
doesnot exist stably, the self-energyincludes,in addition,
the energyfor the reaction02 - Or- + e-.
Parameterizationof MEG short-rangepotentials
Energy minimizations using MEG theory with shellstabilizedanion chargedensitiesrequiresthat short-range
potentials be calculated for a variety ofanion shell radii
covering the rangeofanion site potentials anticipated. In
addition, the anion self-energiesmust be calculated as a
function of shell radius. As minimization proceeds,anion
site potentials may change;in response,cation-anion and
anion-anion short-range pair potentials calculated with
new anion shell radii must be used,and total energieswill
changeslightly as new anion self-energiesare used. Final
energy minimization must demonstrate self-consistency,
that is that short-rangeenergiesare consistentwith anion
shell radii whose stabilizing potentials agreewith anion
site potentials.Muhlhausenand Gordon (1981a),Hemley and Gordon (1985),and otherscalculateshort-range
energiesfor each kind ofinteraction for arange ofshellstabilized anion wave functions over a range ofion separations. The short-rangeenergyfor a pair interaction at
a specific separationis obtained by interpolation.
Postand Burnham (1986a)have fitted MEG-calculated
short-rangeenergiesto the Born-Mayer exponential form

.Ek" : (3/I0)(3trz)zrt g*zrt

(26a)

-(3/4)(3/r)ttt

(26b)

E"*"n:

g*rrrt

- 0.4r;s/2) for r. = 19
[C.(-0.438r"-t + 1.325r;3/2 1.47r;2
:
for 0.7 < r" < l0
E*- 1C.(0.01898
ln(r") 0.06I 56)
ln(r.) 0.048* 0.009r,In(r") 0.01r") for r. < 0.7
[C"(0.0311
wherer" : (3/4rp)t/3.

(26c)
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Fig.2. Mg-O short-rangepotentials as a function of Mg-O separation.Shadedregion is bounded by MEG potentials for oxygen
shell radius of 0.93 A (ower curve) and for oxygenshell radius of 1.1I A lupper currre).Other curvesare obtained from the empirical
THBI potential (Price et al., 1987a;'Lewis, 1985) and from periclasecompressibility (Ohashi and Burnham, 1972).

(Eq. 5). For a given ion pair and specific anion shell radius, the least-squaresvalues for tr,,and p,,reproducewell
the MEG short-rangeenergiesover the full range of expected nearestneighbor distances,or next-nearestneighbor distancesin the caseofanion-anion interactions; correlation coefficients exceed 0.9995 in all cases.
Examination of the energy-densityfunctionals (Eq. 26)
shows that whereasthe kinetic energy term is repulsive,
both the exchangeand correlation terms are attractive.
Becausekinetic energy and exchangeenergy are proportional to p2/3and pri3respectively,the potential curve will
be attractive at large separations.Clearly the Born-Mayer
exponential form is inappropriate under those circumstances,but realistic nearest and next-nearestneighbor
separationsare well within the repulsive regime.

For some ion pairs, Post and Burnham (1986a, Table
l) have determined Born-Mayer parameters,X and p, for
severalanion shell radii. For Mg-O, tr's and p's were determined for six O shell radii from 0.93 A to l.ll A,
correspondingto O site potentials ranging from 2.15 to
1.80 e/A. Figure 2 is a plot of the resulting Mg-O shortrangepair potentials for the smallest (0.93 A) and largest
(l.ll A) O shell radii. As shell radius increases,corresponding to a reduction of site potential (i.e., a lower
crystal field at the anion site), the O ion wave functions
relax, and for a given Mg-O separation,the repulsive energy increases.As shell radius decreases,repulsion energy
at a given separation decreasesin responseto the contracting anion wave functions. In essence,the anions are
no longer rigid, and short-range effectsrespond to changes
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lated materials with rather simple structures (Tossell,
1980).Tossell's(1980) calculationson severallessionic
oxides appearedto suggestrather significant limitations
as ionicity decreases.Significantdifficulties with the rigidion MEG model were overcome, however, when Muhlhausenand Gordon ( I 98 I a, I 98 lb) introducedanion shell
stabilization (SSMEG) as discussedabove; they demonstrated that SSMEG representeda first-order improvement becauseit effectively dealt with the most important
many-body crystal field effects.WhereasPost and Burnham (1986a)used SSMEG to model static structuresof
a variety of minerals, others employed SSMEG in quasiharmonic lattice dynamical calculations to model high
temperatureand pressureequationsof statefor alkali halides (Hemley and Gordon, 1985)and MgO (Hemley et
al.,1985).
The self-consistencyrequired by SSMEG is achieved
by providing to the actual energy minimization shortrange cation-anion and anion-anion interactions calculated separatelyusingshell-stabilizedanion wave functions
appropriate for the observedsite potentials. Appropriate
MEG. SSMEG. and PIB
anion self-energiesare added separatelyafter energyminFollowing early application of electron-gastheory to imization. Clearly a more desirable procedure would be
ionic solids (Gordon and Kim, 1972), and,introduction to incorporate the dependenceof short-range potential
of the density-functionalcorrection factors (Waldman and and of anion self-energyon anion site potential directly
Gordon, 1979), the MEG theory has proved increasingly in the energyminimization. This has been done by Boyer
successfulat modeling the structures and properties of et al. (1985),who term the improved procedurethe poalkali halides (Cohen and Gordon, 1975), alkaline-earth tential-induced-breathingmodel, PIB, after the notion that
oxides (Cohen and Gordon, 1976), and a variety of re- anion wave functions respond dynamically during minin crystal field. Figure 2 shows,for comparison, an Mg-O
short-rangepotential determined from compressibility of
periclase (Ohashi and Burnham, 1972) and one determined by fitting to the structure and elastic data of MgO
(Lewis, 1985);the latter potential was used by Price et al.
(1987a,1987b)to model the MgrSiOopolymorphs.
Recently we observed,quite by accident,that the variation of tr and p with anion shell radius is remarkably
linear, at least over the range of shell radii investigated.
Table I gives linear regressionequations for both tr and
p againstshell radius for Mg-O, Si-O, and O-O, which are
the only pairs for which Post and Burnham (l 986a) gave
values for more than three anion shell radii. The linear
variations of Mg-O tr and p valueswith O shell radius are
showngraphicallyin Figure 3. Clearly a further systematic
compilation and analysis of MEG-derived Born-Mayer
short-rangeparametersis in order, both to examine the
extent to which linearity holds and to provide in convenient form theoretical short-rangeparametersfor a large
number of useful closed-shellion pairs.

TABLE1. Linearregressionequationsfor short-rangeenergyparameters
lon pair

M9-o
si-o
o-o'

Lrnearreoressron
X : 1 . 0 9 5 8x
p : O.1282+
I:9.4285 x
p : 0 . 1 2 8 5+
I : 1 . 4 8 5 2x
p:0.1001 +

1 0 6- 7 . 2 7 4 7x 1 05 (roa)
0.1166 (r"h"r)
1 0 s- 5 . 7 8 0 7x 105 (r"H)
0 . 1 1 3 5( r " h d )
1 0 6- 1 . 1 8 2 4x 106 (rm)
0 . 1 8 7 7( r " h d )

Note: I in kJ/mol; p in A.
- For identicalshell radii on both anions onlv

Correlation
coetficient

0.992
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.993
0.992

Shell radius range (A) lon separationrange (A)

0.93-1.11

1.80.-2.35

0.93-1.11

1.48-1.80

1
0.93-1.1

2.38-2.91
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TABLE
2. MEG-based
minimum
energystructuresof rutileandanatasecomparedwithobservedstructures(afterPostandBurnham,
1986a)
Anatase ll4rlamd)

Autile (P42lmnml

Unitcell
a (A)
v(A.)
Interatomic
distances
Ti-o (x4) (A)
x
(
Ti-O 2)
(Ti-o)
O-O(sh)
O'?shellradius(A):

Observed

Minimumenergy'

4.594
2.958
62.43

4.491(-2.2)
3.063(+3.5)
61.78 (- 1.0)

3.776
9.486
135.25

1.948
1.980
1.959
2.536

1.961(+0.7)
1.935(-2.3)
1.952(-0.4)
2.462(-2.9)
1.11

1.930
1.973
1.944
2.459

Observed

Minimumenergy.
3.689(-2.3)
(+6.1)
10.067
137.00(+1.3)
1.90e(-1.1)
2.030(+2.9)
1.949(+0.3)
2.405(-2.2)
1.08

'Values in parenthesesare % deviationsfrom observed.

imization to changesof site potential. In studies of alkaline earth oxides (Mehl et al., 1986) and rutile and
stishovite(Cohenet al., 1987),the PIB model has been
shown to provide a significantly improved capability to
simulate dynamical and elastic properties. In particular,
it reproduces observed violations in cubic structures of
the Cauchy condition of elasticity, cn : cu, which rigidion models cannot do.
Monrr,rNc

RESULTS

To illustrate the strengthsof the ionic model, as well
as some of its weaknesses,I now examine several applications to minerals with nontrivial structures.These examples test the model rather severely,from its ability to
predict equations ofstate at high temperaturesand pressures to its ability to reproduce complex low-symmetry
structures and their responseto mineralogically important phenomenasuch as order-disorder.
TiO, polymorphs

cell volume matchesalmost
edgesmatch to within 1.50/0,
exactly, and individual Ti-O distances reflect a wellmatched distortion of the Ti octahedron. Two distinct
O-O sharededgesare again calculated short by 2o/o.
Figure 4 compares the calculated cohesiveenergiesof
the minimum-energy model structuresand the observed
structures.Relative energiescalculatedwithout the anion
self-energiesare incorrect, showing anatasemore stable
than rutile; but when the appropriate self-energiesare included, the relative stabilities become correct. The calculated AWbetween rutile and anatase-0.9 kcaVmol for
the observed structures and 0. I kcal/mol for the calculated structures- compareswell with the calorimetrically
obtained value of - 1.3 kcal/mol for AHr'" for anataserutile (Navrotsky and Kleppa, 1967).Although it has been
suggestedthat the relative stabilities of the three polymorphs might reflect the number of sharededgesper octahedron (Evans, 1966), the calculations show that
brookite, with three sharededges,is lessstablethan either
anatase, with four, or rutile, with two. This sequence

Post and Burnham (1986a)usedSSMEG to model the
static structures of rutile. anatase.and brookite and to
determine their relative energies.Tables 2 and 3 compare Trer-e3. MEc-basedminimumenergystructureof brookite
comparedwith observedstructure(after Post and
unit-cell dimensions and interatomic distances of the
Burnham,1986a)
model structureswith observation.Energyminimizations
were carried out within the constraints of the observed
Brookite (Pcab)
spacegroups, although it certainly would have been posMinimumenergy*
Observed
sible to test structural stability againstreducedsymmetry,
Unit cell
of course at the expenseof substantially increasedcom(-0.1)
9.171
9.184
a (A)
puter time. For both rutile and anatase,the unit-cell vol5.447
5.373(- 1.4)
b
5.145
5.224(+ 1.5)
umes are matched to about lol0,whereasa axesare short
257.42 (+01
v(A")
257.38
it rutile and 60loin
by 2o/oand c axes are long, by 3t/zo/o
lnteratomic
distances
anatase.In both observedstructuresthe Ti octahedrahave
1.865
1 . 9 0 (4+ 2 . 1 )
ri-o1 (A)
at least symmetry 4, with two axial Ti-O distancesdiffer1.992
1.998(-0.3)
Ti-o1'
ent from four equatorial distances.The rutile model re1.994
1.929(-3.3)
Ti-o1'
1. 9 1 9
1.956(+ 1.9)
Ti-o2
producesthe magnitude of the distortion well, but in the
1.931(-0.8)
1.946
ri-oz'
wrong sense,whereas the anatase model magnifies the
(-1.1)
2.039
2.O't7
ri-o2'
(ri_o)
observeddistortion by about three times; mean Ti-O dis1.959
1.956(-0.4)
2.434(-2.1)
2.485
01-O1 (sh)
tancesare modeledvery well. CalculatedsharedO-O edges
2.462(-2.1)
2.514
O2-O2 (sh)
are short by 2-3o/o.Note that O shell radii are different
:
1 . 1 1A , 0 2 : 1 . 1 0A .
N o t e .O , - s h e l lr a d i i :0 1
in the two structures,reflectingdifferent O site potentials.
* Values in oarenthesesare % deviationsfrom observed.
The orthorhombic brookite structureis modeledwell: Cell
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Fig. 4. Calculatedstructureeneryiesfor TiO, polymorphs.
The lettera : anatase;
b : brookite;r : rutile. From Burnham
0 985).

matches the observed natural abundancesof the three
polymorphs.
Cohesive energiesare calculated with respectto separated free ions, essentiallyas a gasphase.If a Born-Haber
cycle can be calculated,an observed dissociation energy
can be obtained. In the case of rutile the calculated cohesiveenergyis about 50/ogreaterthan that obtained from
a Born-Haber calculation. In many applications energy
differencesbetween phasesare more important than the
absolute energy of any individual phase; if the phases
under comparison are similar, then these energy differencesare undoubtedly better determined than the absolute energies.Since in many casesthe vibrational characteristicsof structurally similar phasesare not markedly
different, free-energy differences will consist largely of
static cohesiveenergydifferences.

a)

MgSiO, perovskite
There is a rapidly expanding literature devoted to the
likely role of MgSiO, perovskite in the earth's lower mantle (e.g.,Ringwood, 19621,Yagi et al., 1978;,Jeanloz and
Thompson, 1983).Becauseit is difficult to conduct experiments under the pressure-temperatureconditions
found there, a model that is capable of yielding theoretically the equations of state and thermodynamic properties of phasesunder lower mantle conditions would have
wide importance. A variety of empirical short-rangepotentials, mostly obtained from fits to the observedperovskitestructure,wereusedby Wall et al. (1986)to simulate
the cubic, tetragonal, and orthorhombic structures.Rigid-ion MEG methodshave beenusedto simulatethe distortions and calculate the lattice dynamics of both MgSiO, and CaSiO, (Wolf and Jeanloz, 1985; Wolf and
Bukowinski, 1987). SSMEG methods (Hemley et a1.,
1987),and PIB methods(Cohen,1987)haveproved most
successful,however, for calculating structures,equations
ofstate, and dynamicalpropertiesofthese perovskites.
The structure of ideal cubic perovskite, ABOr, contains
a corner-sharing network of B octahedra with large A
cations occupying l2-coordinated sites between octahedra (Fig. 5a). There are several lower-symmetry derivatives of the ideal structure. related to the ideal bv relative

I-l

9'
Fig. 5. MgSiO,perovskitestnrctures.(a) Ideal cubic structure(Pm3m\ (b) distortedorthorhombicstructure(Pbnm).Oc'
tahedracontainSi, filled circlesareMg.

rotations of octahedra that reduce the effective coordination of the A cations. From powder X-ray diffraction,
Yagi et al. (1978) determinedthat syntheticMgSiO. perovskite has an orthorhombic structure (Fig. 5b) at room
temperatureand pressure.Hemley et al. (1987)have carried out SSMEG calculations on both the ideal and the
distorted structures of MgSiO, and CaSiO. over a range
of volumes. Figure 6 shows that at all volumes the dis-
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MgsiO3-Perw!kits

a = 3.rr85i

w

R

n to
Fig.7. Calculatedphonondispersion(vibrationenergy,
o2. versuswave vector)for normal vibration modesof miniLabelingof wave
mum-energy
cubic MgSiOrat zeropressure.
vectorpathsand pointsin the first Brillouin zonealongthe abet al. (1936)convention;modesymscissafollowstheBouckaert
wereidentifiedby comparingcalculatedeimetry designations
genvectors
with thosepublished
by Cowley(1964).FromHemley
et al.(1987).

umes, that reduce to zero frequency at the point where
the distorted orthorhombic structure becomesmore stable. The distortional symmetry-reducing transformation
Fig.6. ssMEG,,*J:;.:r;"1,,',
rorcubic
and thus takes place in responseto the onset of dynamical
"t'-.perovskites.From
orthorhombicstructuresof MgSiO,andCaSiO,
instability with increasingpressure.
Hemleyet al. (1987).
Figure 8 comparespressure-volumeequations of state
for orthorhombic MgSiO, calculated using three MEG
variations with recent experimental data (Knittle and
torted orthorhombic (Pbnm) structurefor MgSiO, is more Jeanloz,1987).The PIB model (Cohen,1987)agreesvery
stable than the ideal cubic (Pm3m) one, whereas for well, the SSMEG results (Hemley et al., 1987) slightly
CaSiO, the cubic structure is stable with respectto dis- less well, and the rigid-ion MEG results (Wolf and Butortions down to about 35 A'l(formula unit), correspond- kowinski, 1987) substantially less well, indicating again
ing to a pressureof about 109 GPa (298 K). This relative that it is essentialto accountfor the effectsof crystal fields
stability diference clearly arisesfrom the size difference on anion chargedensities.
There hasbeen somediscussionregardingthe variation
betweenMg2* and Ca2*.
Using the SSMEG models Hemley et al. (1987) have of distortion in MgSiO, perovskite with increasingprescarried out quasiharmonic lattice dynamics calculations sure. Yagi et al. (1978) predicted that the distortion from
on both perovskite structuresat different volumes. In the cubic symmetry would decreasewith pressure,whereas
cubic MgSiO3structure the calculatedphonon-dispersion O'Keetre et al. (1979) predicted an increase.Analysis of
relations (Fig. 7) show that several normal vibration the SSMEG model structurescalculatedby Hemley et al.
modes have negative energies,hence imaginary frequen- (1987) shows that the distortion parameter iD (:sqs-r
cies, near the R and M points at the edge of the first (2a2/bc) for the Pbnm oientation), which O'Keeffe et al.
Brillouin zone. The eigenvectorsof theseunstable modes (1979) derive as the departure ofregular octahedrafrom
indicate motions that correspond to librations of Si oc- cubic orientation, rangesbetween 13.7' and 14.9' for
tahedra with respect to each other, thus demonstrating structures at 0 GPa through 156 GPa, then increasesto
the dynamical instability of the ideal structure with re- 19' for the structure aI 237 GPa. Si octahedralanglevarispect to distortions arising from octahedral rotations. ance rises fairly regularly from 0.76 for the structure at 0
Phonon-dispersion relations for CaSiO, show that the GPa to 1.33 for the structure at 237 GPa, indicating a
correspondingmodes have real frequenciesat large vol- slight increasein distortion over this pressurerange.The
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behavior of Mg coordination is more difficult to describe:
The range of all 12 Mg-O distances,A,, : Mg-O-* Mg-O-", increasesfrom 0.84 A for the structure at 0 GPa
to 0.98 A for the structure at 237 GPa, but the range for
the shortest six Mg-O distances,Au, remains essentially
constant, and that for eight, Ar, decreasesslightly from
0.40 A to 0.37 A. If one considersMg to be eight-coordinated,which is reasonablein light of the jump of 0.20.4 A (depending on pressure)between the eighth and
ninth shortestMg-O distances,the coordination polyhedron appears not to become signiflcantly more distorted
with increasingpressure;the distortion ofthe entire cavity, considering 12 Mg-O distances, clearly does, however. Wall et al. (1986) report inconclusiveresultsusing
a variety of empirical short-rangepotentials determined
by fittings to the experimental perovskite structure at 0
GPa (Yagi et al., 1982).One setof potentialsyieldsmodel
structures for which O remains roughly constant with
pressure,whereastwo other sets yield structures exhibiting a decreaseof(D with increasingpressure,in disagreement with the MEG results. The previously discussed
calculatedlattice dynamical behavior (Hemley et al., 1987)
is consistent with distortions that increase,rather than
decrease,with increasingpressure.Nevertheless,all modeling results strongly imply that the stableMgSiO, perovskite under lower mantle conditions is orthorhombic, although the degreeof distortion may be similar to that of
the zero-pressurestructure.
Forsterite and MgrSiOo polymorphism
Forsterite has been modeled by a number of workers
using a variety of strategieswith both empirically determined and MEG-derived short-rangepotentials. Table 4
compares several model structures with the observed
structure. The two SSMEG models (Table 4, columns 4
and 5) differ somewhat in the way minimizations were
carried out, yet both have polyhedral distortions similar
in characterto those observed.Therefore it is fair to say
that those distortions are an inherent feature ofthe olivine structure and do not arise from subtleties of bond
character. Whereas the Jackson and Gordon (1988a)
model reproduces observed distances and cell dimensionslesswell than the Postand Burnham(1986a)model,
it better matches the observed bulk modulus; thus it is
likely to be a better predictor of structural changeswith
pressureand of elasticproperties.
The Gilbert * Morse empirical potentials (Table 4,
column 2) were derived by fitting to the forsterite structure and include chargevariation (Priceand Parker, I 984).
The fitted potential, with a Morse term for Si-O, has
chargesof + I .73 for Mg and - 1.21 for O; the Si charge
was fixed at + 1.38 to preserveelectricalneutrality. These
can be compared with observedresidual chargesfor forsteriteof +1.75 for Mg and -1.40 for O (Fujino et al.,
l 9 81 ) .
More recently Price et al. (1987a, 1987b) have used
empirically determined potentials, labeled THBI, to car-

,A
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ond Jeonloz
X Yogiet ol.
|r)
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3035_404-5

V (A'per 3 O)
Fig. 8. Pressure-volume
relationsfor orthorhombicMgSiO,
perovskite.Calculatedequationsof state:PIB (Cohen,1987);
SSMEG(Hemleyet al., 1987);rigid ion MEG (Wolf and Bukowinski,1987).Experimentaldata from Knittle and Jeanloz
(1987)andYagiet al. (1982).FromCohen(1987).

ry out extensive calculations of forsterite lattice dynamical and thermodynamic properties.The Mg-O potential,
described in the Born-Mayer form, was determined by
fitting to periclase(Lewis, 1985). The O-O interaction
was describedin the Buckingham form (8q.22) (Catlow,
1977). The Si-O interaction was described in the Buckingham form with additional terms for O-Si-O bond
bending and a further shell model to describethe polarizability of oxygen; these were determined by fitting to
the structure and elastic parametersof quartz (Sanderset
al., 1984).This THBI potential teststhe transferability
of empirical potentials, in this case from periclase and
qtrarlz to forsterite and its B-spinel (beta-phase,wadsleyite) and 7-spinel (true spinel, ringwoodite) polymorphs.
Results listed in column 3 of Table 4 demonstrate that
the forsterite structure and bulk modulus are modeled
better by this potential than any other at the presenttime.
The density-of-stateshistogram for forsterite (Fig. 9)
was constructed by calculating vibration frequenciesfor
84 normal modes on a grid of 27 equally spacedpoints
in the irreducible portion of the first Brillouin zone (Price
et al., 1987b). An important feature of the vibrational
characteristicsofforsterite, reproducedby the lattice dynamics calculations,is the 100 cm ' wide gap separating
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TABLE4, Comparison of observed and minimum-energyforsterite structures
Empiricalshort-rangepotentials-

Unit cell
a (A)
b

v(41

SSMEG potentials

Observed-'

Gilbert+ Morset

4.7s35(41
10.1943(5)
5.9807(4)
289.80(s)

4.643(-2.3)
(+2.2)
10.416
6124(+2.4)
296.17(+2.2)

4.791(+0.8)
10.29(+0.9)
5.983(+0.0)
294.96(+1.8)

1.615(3)
1.640(3)
1.633(2)
1.630

1.608(-0.4)
1.645(+0.3)
1.634(+0.1)
1.629(-0.1)

1.622(+0.4)
1 . 6 4 (1+ 0 . 1 )
1.638(+0.3)
1.63s(+0.3)

(-3.4)
1.560
1.606(-2.1)
1.586(-2.9)
1.s8s(-2.8)

1 . 5 7 (1- 6 . 1 )
1.549(-5.5)
1.521(-6.9)
1.s27(-6.3)

2.083(2)
2.O74(21
2.14s(3)
2.101

2.079(-0.2)
2.087(+0.21
2.135(-0.5)
(-0.1)
2.100

2.051(- 1.5)
2 . 0 9 (7+ 1 . 1 )
2 209(+3.0)
2 . 11 9( + 0 . 9 )

2.076(-0.3)
2.119(+2.21
2.251(+4.91
2.149(+2.3)

2.137(+2.6)
2.188(+5.5)
2.360(+ 10)
2.228(+6.01

Mixed THBIf

Born-Mayer
form$

"Compiled" lCll

4.874(+2.5)
10.322(+1.2)
5.977(-0.1)
300.55(+3.7)

4.927(+3.6)
(+1.3)
10.330
6.181(+3.3)
314.59(+8.6)

Si Tetrahedron

si-o1(A)
si-o2

Si-O3( x 2)

(si-o)

M1 Octahedron
Mgl-O1(x2) (A)
Mgl-O2(x2)
M g l - O 3( x 2 )
(Mg1-O)
M2 Octahedron

Ms2-o1
(A)

Mg2-O2
M g 2 - O 3( x 2 )
Mg2-O3'( x 2)
(Mg2-o)
o2-O3 (sh)
K (GPa)

2.166(3)
2.04s(5)
2.064(4)
2.208(4)
2.126
2.558(s)
140

2.214(+2,21
2.065(+1.0)
2.105(+2.0)
2.239(+'t.4)
2 . 1 6 (1+ 1 . 7 )
2.s39(-0.7)
150

2.217(+2.4)
2.026(-0.9)
2.038(- 1.3)
2.273(+2.91
2.144(+0.81
2.523(-1.4)
154

2.332(+7.7)
2.08s(+2.0)
2.035(-1.4)
2.3s3(+6.6)
2.199(+3.4)
2.604(+ 1.8)
(188)ll

2.358(+8.9)
2.132(+4.3)
2.062(-0.1)
2.474(+12)
2.260(+6.3)
2.334(-8.8)
144

' Numbersin parentheses
are 70 deviationsfrom observed values.
.. Hazen(1976b);
esd's are in parentheses
t Price and Parker (1984); Morse potential for Si-O; charges varied.
+ Price et al. (1987b); Born type for Mg-O, Buckinghamtype for Si-O and O-O, shell model for O, bond bendingterm for O-S|-O; room temperature
structure.
$ Post and Burnham(1986a);OF shettradiiare: 01 : 1.03 A, 02 : 1.05 A, Og : 1.08 A.
ll Jacksonand Gordon(1988a);anionself-energyincludedin minimization.

higher frequency modes involving internal vibrations of
the SiOo tetrahedra from the lower frequency "lattice"
modes;Kieffer (1985)haspointedout how important this
feature in the density-of-statesfunction is for proper calculation of thermodynamic properties. This calculated
density-of-statesfunction compares.favorably with one
determinedexperimentally by inelastic neutron scattering
(Rao et al., 1987).Figure 10 (Priceet al. (1987b)is a plot
of the heat capacity, C. as a function of temperature
calculated using Equation 17 and the density-of-states
function, G(,t) dl":.,shown in Figure 9; both that densityof-statesfunction and a cruder one obtained using only
eight sampling points in the Brillouin zone reproducethe
experimentally observed heat capacity almost exactly.
However, note that when frequenciesare obtained only
at the origin of the Brillouin zone, with one grid point
correspondingto zero-wavevector, such as would be obtained from analysis of infrared- and Raman-active
modes, divergence of the calculated heat capacity from
the observedincreaseswith increasingtemperature.
To obtain the constant-pressureheat capacity C, and
entropy using Equations 18 and 19, the thermal Griineisen parametor, Ttr,,must be obtained. This is assumed
equal to the averagemode Griineisen parameter, 7, given by Equation 20. Since frequenciesare related to the
secondderivatives of interionic potentials, it is clear that
Griineisen parameters are related to their third derivatives. Comparison of "y, calculated using the THBI potentials (Price et a1., 1987b) with that determined experimentally (White et al., 1985; Figure ll), shows

discrepanciesundoubtedly related to limitations of the
quasiharmonic approximation at higher temperatures.
Furthermore,Price et al. (1987b)point out that the THBI
Si-O potentials yield mode 7's for Si-O stretchingthat are
too low, perhapsby factors of 2 to 3, in spite ofthe fact
that the frequenciesthemselvesare well modeled (Price
et al., 1987a).The calculatedcoefficientof volume expansion, B, matches the observed value well to 100 K
through an increaseof two orders of magnitude. Above
that temperature the errors in the calculated Gruiieisen
parameterspropagate to yield values for B that are low
by about 35o/o
at 1000 K (Priceet al., 1987b).Nevertheless, calculated values for Q and S agreewtih observed
ones to better than loloat 100 K and 3.50/o(for C) and
l.2o/o(for S) at 1000 K.
One of the important long-term objectives of ionic
modeling is to develop the ability to predict stability relations. Price et al. (1987b) have used their empirical
THB1 potential to carry out calculations,similar to those
just reviewed, on the wadsleyite and ringwoodite polymorphs of forsterite. In generalthe calculationsyield values for thermodynamic properties in agreementwith observation to approximately the same extent as for
forsterite. Consequentlythe calculatedAS,*0" values for
forsterite-wadsleyite, wadsleyite-ringwoodite, and forsterite-ringwoodite agree rather well with petrologically
and calorimetrically determined values;Clausius-Clapeyron slopes (AS/AV) calculated for 1000 K and 14 GPa
(using calculatedvalues for V at P : 0, T : 0, 0, and K,
together with an estimated value of 4 for K' (Price et al.,
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pointsfrom Robieet al. (1982)and
thefirst Brillouin zone.From Priceet al. (1987b).
BermanandBrown(1985).FromPriceet al. (1987b).
1987b) are close to previously reported values for wadsleyite-ringwooditebut slightly lower than those for forsterite-wadsleyiteand forsterite-ringwoodite.
Price et al. (1987b) took an additional step toward a
predicted phasediagram for the MgrSiOopolymorphs by
calculatingGibbs free eneryiesas functions of pressureat
0 K for the three phases.They predict the forsterite wadsleyite transition at 3.5 GPa, several GPa too low,
and the wadsleyite - ringwoodite transition at 15.5 GPa,
probably about 7 GPa too high. It is well known that
curves of Gibbs free energy versus pressure for polymorphs with similar structures intersect at shallow angles,and thus that the pressureofintersection is strongly
sensitiveto very slight errorsin energy.Price et al. (1987b)
point out that just a 0.lo/o reduction in the calculated
structure energyof wadsleyitewill remove thesepressure
errors almost completely; they further suggestthat such
error is likely becausethe SirO, goups in wadsleyitemake
that structure relatively more difficult to model than the
others. Under the assumption of constant Clausius-Clapeyron slopes,phaseboundaries for thesetransitions are
plotted in Figure 12, where they are compared with other
phaseboundaries estimated from experiment.
It is worth reiterating that these calculations on the
structuresand properties of forsterite and its polymorphs

are basedon interionic potentials derived from periclase
and quartz, and that they were carried out under the assumptions of a pairwise additive ionic model behaving
dynamically in a quasiharmonic fashion. Whereas they
illustrate well the present capabilities of modeling for
simulatingimportant thermodynamicproperties,they also
demonstratethe need for more highly accurateinterionic
potentials.
Quartz
Becauseof the nature of Si-O bonds, well known to
have significant covalent character (e.g., Gibbs, 1982),
one might properly anticipate that a purely ionic model
would not be appropriate for their modeling. We have
already seenthe introduction of empirical bond-bending
terms and shell models in attempts to account for what
are generally termed nonionic effects,or anisotropic anion polarizations. The tetrahedral silica frameworks are
thus severetests of the ionic model, and straightforward
MEG procedures(Tossell, 1980; Post and Burnham,
1986a) fail to model quartz correctly. As column 3 of
Table 5 indicates, the two distinct tetrahedral distances
are simulated to be equal incorrectly, and the Si-O-Si
angle is too straight by l8'. The model structure resembles high quartz more closely than it does low quar1rz.
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A first attempt to include anisotropic polarization in
the MEG formalism has been made by Jacksonand Gordon (1988b). They separatethe O ion in quartz into a
core with *6 charge and two shells each having charge
-4. During minimization, the shells may move with respect to the core, subject to the constraint that the shell
centersremain in the plane defined by the core and the
two closest Sia+ions. An internal shell-core potential is
defined in terms of the O'?- dipole polarizability, and the
associatedshell-shell potential is defined from estimates
of quadrupolar polaizabllity. Interionic short-rangepo-

Fig. 12. Calculated and estimated phase boundaries in the
MgrSiOo system. Calculated phase boundaries (solid lines) are
basedon THBI interionic potentials (Price et al. (1987b)); estimatesfrom experimentaldata are from Akaogi et al. (1984) (dotdash lines), Kawada ( I 977) (dashedlines), and Sawamoto( 1986)
(dottedline). From Price et al. (1987b).

tentials for Sia+-O|;u, O3;"-O3;,,, and Ofi;,,-Ofu;r were
compiled by MEG methods. By allowing the O electron
density to polarize anisotropically in this admittedly ad
hoc manner, the quartz structure is modeled quite well

TaBLE
5. MEc-based
minimum
energystructures
of quartz
MEG models
Observed
Low quartz'

Unitcell
a (A)
v(A')
Interatomic
distances
slo (A)
DI-U

(o-o)

O-Si-Oangles
Range(')
Variance (")

si-o-sif)

4.91
5.40
112.74
1.594
1. 6 1 3
2.618
108.6-111.4
1.4
144.6

High quartz-

Shell stabilized
r * : 0 . 9 3A - -

5.01

4.97

c.+ I

a-az

118.90

118.00

1.609
1.609
2.626
103.0-1
14.7
28.6
148.7

1.564
1.564
2.553
16.3
104.4-1
29.3
162.6

Two-shell polarizationt
4.85
5.32
108.4
1.595
1. 6 1 4
2.620
1 0 7 . 5 - 11 0 : 6
1.5
140.1

. Megaw (1973,pp. 263-265).
'* Post and Burnham(1986a)
:0.15 A, shell-shell: 0.28 A, shell+ore-shell: 141.4';
tJackson and Gordon(1988b);Si-O distan@sare to oxygencores; oxygen-core-shell
charges:core +6, shells-4 each.
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Trele 6. Observed
andminimum-energy
diopsidestructures
Observed'
Unit cell
a (A)
b

Bf)

v(tu)

Chain stretching
variable charge'*

9.75
8.90
5.25
105.6
438.6

s.60(-1.5)
9.43(+6.0)
5.28(+0.6)
106.2(+0.6)
458.2 (+4.5)

1.60

(1.60)
(1.59)
1.68(+ 1.2)
1 . 6 7( - 1 . 2 1
1 . 6 3( + 0 )

SSMEG repulsionst

11.34(+16)
11.00(+24)
5.41(+3.0)
118.7 (+12)
s92.3 (+35)

Si Tetrahedron

(A)
si-o1(c1)
si-o2(c1)
si-o3(c1)
si-o3(c2)
(slo)

lRo
| .oo

1.69
1.63

1.60(+0)
1.60(+0.6)
1.58(-4.8)
1.59(-5.9)
1.ss(-2.5)

Chainangle:

o3c1-o3c2-o3c1'
Mg (M1) polyhedron
Ms-o1(A1,81) (A)
Mg-O1(A2,82)
Mg-o2(c1,D1)
(Mg-O)
Mg-Mg
Ca (M2) polyhedron
C a - O 1 ( A 1 , 8 1( A
))
Ca-O2(C2,D2)
Ca-O3(C1,D1)
Ca-O3(C2,D2)
(Ca-O)

166.4.

$

(+7.9)
179.5.

SSMEG split
shell model{

Mixed THBI
and MEGII

10.0s(+3.1)
9.23(+3.7)
5.20(-0.9)
106.5(+0.8)
462.4 (+5.4)

9.58(- 1.7)
8.64(-2.e)
s . 1 4( - 2 . 1 )
104.0(-1.5)
412.5 (-6.0)

1.59(-0.6)
1.59(+0)
1.62(-2.4)
1.63(-3.6)
1 . 6 1( - 1 . 2 )

1.59(-0.6)
1.57(- 1.3)
1.68(+ 1.2)
1.70(+0.6)
1.64(+0.6)

(- 5 5)
157.3"

166.6'(+0.1)

2.12
2.06
2.05
2.08
3.10

2.24l+5.7)
2.02(- 1.9)
2.09(+2.0)
2.12(+3.4)
3.23(+4.2)

4.87(+130)
1.96(-4.s)
1.96(-4.4)
$$
4.98(+60)

2.32(+9.4\
2.06(+0)
2.17(+5.9)
2.18(+4.8)
3.19(+2.9)

2 . 1 1( - 0 . 5 )
2.05(-0.5)
1.e9(-2.9)
2.05(- 1.4)
3.03(-2.3)

2.36
2.35
2.s6
2.72
2.50

2.43(+3.0)
2.32(-1.3)
2.70(+5.5)
2.77(+1.8)
2.55(+2.0)

2 . 1 6( - 8 . s )
2 . 1 6( - 8 . 1 )
3.72(+45)
4.50(+65)
$$

2.25(-4.7)
2.22(-5.5)
2.92(+14)
3.06(+12)
2.61(+4.41

2.26(-4.21
2.32(-1.31
2.45(-4.3)
2.57(-5.5)
2.39(-4.4)

Note.'Numbers in parenthesesare 7o deviationsfrom observed values.
* Cameronet al. (1973);atom notationfrom Burnhamet al. (1967).
-- Matsui and Busing (1984); Gilbertlype potentials with variable charges; q*,o fixed at +2.0, qo,,o"fitted at -1.26, q@ fitted at 0.905, qs set to
+1.425 to maintain neutrality; see referencefor other potential parameters.; . s h e l lr a d i i :0 1 , 2 : 1 . 1 1A ; 0 3 : 0 . 9 3 A .
f P o s ta n d B u r n h a m( 1 9 8 6 a )O
split shellson 03 with quartz configuration(Jacksonand Gordon,1988b).
t Abbott (unpublished);
ll Dove (1989);THB1 Mg-O and Si-O potentials(Priceet al., 1987a);MEG potentialfor Ca-O (Post and Burnham,1986a).
$ Valuenot available.
$$ Value of no significance.

The chainlinking O atoms, 03, bonded to two adjacent
Si ions plus two Ca ions, have bond-strengthsumsof 2.5,
whereasOl, coordinatedby one Si, two six-coordinated
Mg and one Ca, has a bond-strengthsum of 1.9,and 02,
coordinated by one Si, one Mg, and one Ca, has a bond
oftheselocal
strengthsum ofonly 1.6.The consequences
chargeimbalancesto bond distancesand polyhedral distortions are well documented(e.g.,Cameron et al., 1973).
Matsui and Busing (1984) developed an empirical
model for diopside (Table 6, column 2) that reproduced
elastic constants reasonably well, with maximum and
minimum deviations from observation of 57o/oand 3o/o,
and a mean deviation of only l8o/0.Their model simulated the silicate chain in terms of bond-bendingpotential
terms for Si-O-Si and O-Si-O anglesand a bond-stretching term for Si-O3; Si-Ol and Si-O2 distanceswere not
varied. Chargeson Ol (:O2) and 03 were varied, the Si
chargewas adjusted(to +1.425) to preserveneutrality,
and Mg and Ca chargeswere fixed at +2. Empirically
Diopside
determined Gilbert-type repulsion terms (Eq. 2l) were
prototypical
This
single silicate chain structure stands usedfor Mg-O and Ca-O.
Post and Burnham (1986a)showedthat SSMEG proas a strong challengeto the ionic model because,in addition to its monoclinic symmetry, the Si tetrahedraand ceduresfail to reproducethe diopside structure but, curieight-coordinatedCa polyhedra are significantly distort- ously, yield a different structure having a straight silicate
ed, and, more importantly, all three O atoms in its asym- chain, Si tetrahedra with distortions opposite of those
metric unit lack Pauling local electrostaticchargebalance. observed(short insteadof long Si-O3 distances),and four-

(Table 5, column 4). The minimum-energy configuration
placesthe centersof the O shells 0. 15 A away from the
core,approximatelyalongthe Si-O-* vectors,with a shellshell distance of 0.28 A and a shell-core-shellangle of
141.4, comparedwith the Si-O**-Si angleof 140.1'.The
model correctly simulates unequal Si-O distances and
softens the structure appropriately to yield a calculated
bulk modulus (55 GPa) too largeby a factor of only 1.5,
insteadofthe factor ofabout 8 (300 GPa) derived from
the unpolarized SSMEG model (Jackson and Gordon,
1988b).This split-shellmodel for O improves the simulation of low cristobalite to a similar degree (Jackson
and Gordon, 1988b). Although it lacks the theoretical
foundation embodied in MEG formalisms, this exploratory treatment of anions exposedto asymmetric potential gradients that occur in many low-symmetry low-coordination environments merits further serious
development basedon its initial successes.
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coordinated Mg and Ca ions (Table 6, column 3)l this
incorrect structure exhibits, however, total local electrostatic charge balance on all oxygens.We suggestedthat
the purely ionic MEG pair potentials simulate the structure diopside would assume if it were completely ionic
and that the observeddeparturesfrom this model structure arise from nonionic bonding effects.
Abbott (personal communication) has cleverly demonstrated that if anisotropic polarization effects on the
chainJinking 03 are taken into account, a substantially
improved structurecan be simulated by SSMEG methods
(Table 6, column 4). He modeled 03 with a fixed splitshell configuration taken from that determined by Jackson and Gordon (1988b)for low quartz.The shell-coreshell arrangement, whose details are given above, was
permitted to rotate and translate as a rigid body in the
diopside minimization. The resulting structure has the
correct coordinations, qualitatively correct polyhedral
distortions, and a reasonablesilicate chain, slightly more
bent than the observedone. The successofthis procedure
suggeststhat what may be nonionic bonding effectscan
be effectively treated within the ionic modeling framework as anisotropic polarizations.
Very recentlyDove (1989) reportedan excellentsimulation of the diopside structure using the same THBI
empirical potentialsfor Mg-O, Si-O, and O-O that Price
et al. (1987a, 1987b)applied so successfullyto MgrSiOo
polymorphs, combined with the MEG-determined Ca-O
potentialsgiven by Postand Burnham (1986a).His model structure (Table 6, column 5) reproducesthe observed
chain conflguration and all polyhedral distortions quite
well, further extending the apparent transferability of
periclase-fittedMg-O and quartz-fitted Si-O pair porentials. Elasticmoduli calculatedwith thesepotentialsmatch
observedvalueslesswell than those of Matsui and Busing
(1984),with maximum, minimum, and mean deviations
of ll4o/o,3o/o,
and 350/0,
respectively.However,this model
permitted complete structure adjustment, which the Matsui and Busing(1984)model, specificallydesignedto reproduce elastic moduli, did not.
I anticipate that in the near future a variety of interesting pyroxene crystal-chemical problems will be pursued using modeling now that both empirical and MEG
strategiesfor obtaining pair potentials show promise. It
is abundantly clear, however, that future successfollowing the nonempirical MEG avenue hinges on suitable
handling of anisotropic anion polarizations. The empirical route requires suitably transferable potentials for a
number of cation-anion pairs beyond Mg-O and Si-O to
begin to range over the wide compositional realm of pyroxenes;whether thesecan be obtained has yet to be determined.

Albite
In my final example,I want to illustrate how ionic static structure-energycalculations on a complex low-symmetry structure can provide substantial insights on crys-
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Fig. 13. Projectionof themonoclinic(C2/m)albitestructure
distinct T sitesand
down a, showingfour crystallographically
the nine-coordinated
Na atom (solid circle).From Post and
(1987).
Burnham

tal chemical behavior related to order-disorder
phenomena.
Ordered low albite. Full energy minimizations on the
ordered triclinic low-albite structure, carried out by Post
and Burnham (1987) using SSMEG short-rangepotentials, confirm that the driving force for Al ordering into
the T,0 tetrahedralsites(seeFig. 13) is provided by the
triclinic lattice distortions. Separate energy minimizations on the low-albite structure with Al ordered in turn
into eachof the crystallographicallydistinct T sitesled to
unit cells and energiesgiven in Table 7. Since,apart from
chemical occupancy,T,0 and T,m are equivalent in the
monoclinic structure, as are Tr0 and T2m, we would anticipate that, as atomic coordinatesand lattice parameters
relax, the triclinic minimum-energy structureswith Al in
T,0 and T,m would be related as are albite twins, by
reflection through the monoclinic (010). Relaxed structures with Al in Tr0 and Trm ought to be related similarly. The cell parametersin Table 7 show such relationships, more preciselyfor T,0 and Tlm structuresthan for
Tr0 and Trm. Likewise the relative energiesof twin-related ordered structuresought to be the same,as Table 7
shows they are exactly for T,0 and T,m, and nearly so
for Tr0 and Trm. The relative energiesfor T, versus T,
differ by a rather small amount: Al is favored in T,(0 or
m) over Tr(0 or m) by only about 9.6 kJ/mol. A critical
result is that the relaxed triclinic cells for Al in T, are
more distorted from monoclinic geometry than are those
for Al in Tr. When the minimizations are repeatedunder
constraintsof monoclinic lattice geometry,structureswith
Al in T, yield slightly lower energies.Thus the driving
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7. Low albiteenergyminimizations
TABLE
Aluminumin

T,0

Trfi

T.0

Tzm

-5053.8
-5053.5
-5054.8
-5054.8
Energy(kJ/anion)
8.20
8.19
8.38
8.40
unit ceil: a (A)
13.30
13.24
12.98
12.98
b
7.13
7. 1 1
7. 2 2
7. 2 2
c
93-2
90.7
U.7
d (")
95.3
p
115.7
115.7
116.5
116.5
89.6
90.5
92.6
87.4
t
Minimizations
undermonoclinicconstraints(a :'y : 90):
-5054.5
-5054.0
-5054.5
-5052.8
Energy(kJ/anion)

force for Al to order into T'0 (or T'm) derives from the
energeticallyfavorable lattice distortions that result from
that choice.
Disordered high albite and the behavior of Na. Strategies for carrying out structure-energycalculationson disordered structuresare not well developed.Use ofaverage
chargesfor sites with disordered occupanciesby cations
with diferent valencesis known to be incorrect (Giese,
1975;Joneset al., 1990),sincethe averagepair potential
is correct for neither cation-anion interaction. It would
thus appear that simulation of a disordered structure requires an approximation made as some kind of average
of many different ordered states, even including some
with reducedsymmetry and supercells.Joneset al. (1990)
suggest,however, that judicious splitting of sitesmay permit direct simulation of structurescontaining disordered
cation occupanciesin polyhedra whose anions take up
different positions depending on specific local cation
specres.
To examine the responseof Na atoms to different local
tetrahedral Al/Si cation distributions in the high-albite
framework, Post and Burnham (1987) carried out partial
structure-energyminimizations using fixed observed
frameworks (tetrahedral cation and oxygen positions) with
a variety of specific local Al/Si distributions, and varied
the positions of the Na atoms. Taking observed framework atom positions from structure analysesof high albite at room temperature and 1090 'C (Prewitt et al.,
1976),we calculated structure energiesand Na positions
for the 55 arrangementsof 4 Al and 12 Si over 16 tetrahedral sitesper unit cell that obey aluminum-avoidance
(i.e., that have no two adjacenttetrahedracontaining Al).
These calculations demonstrated that the minimum-energy Na position is sensitive to the surrounding local tetrahedral Al/Si distribution. We further showed that the
Na quarter-atoms used in high-albite structure refinements (Prewitt et al., 1976;Ribbe et al., 1969)constitute
an approximation to an electron density in the feldspar
cavity that is effectively a superposition of many slightly
different Na positions, each of which is fixed by the particular local Al/Si distribution in the immediately surrounding tetrahedra (Post and Burnham (1987), Figs. 3
and 5).
Similar calculationson hollandite (Post and Burnham,
1986b) and on amphiboles (Docka et al., 1987) have
shown a broadly demonstrable phenomenon that rela-

tively large low-chargecations occupying sites with relatively high and somewhat ill-defined coordinations will
respond to changesin distributions of cations with different valencesin the surrounding tetrahedral or octahedral sites.As the local distribution ofcations changes,the
precise configuration of electrostatic potential also
changes,thus moving the potential minimum in the cavity. The characteristicallylarge thermal parameters and
smearedelectron densitiesexhibited by tunnel cations in
some hollandites and by A-site occupantsin chemically
complex amphiboles are readily explained as positional
variations that can be quantitatively evaluated by ionic
modeling in this manner. Since the minimum-energy
cavity positions are dictated by local framework cation
distributions, positional "disorder" of cavity cations will
not add to configurational entropy unless particular
framework cation distributions yield multiple equal-energy cavity minima.
Tetrahedral site energeticsYersustemperatureand All
Si disordering. Our high-albite calculations provide additional insights regarding order-disorder relationships.
Using the observed high-albite frameworks from six
structureanalysesfrom room temperatureto 1090'C, we
calculatedthe energiesof hypothetical ordered structures
with Al in eachof the four distinct sites,plotted in Figure
14. At 1090 'C the energiesof structureswith Al in T'0
and T,m are nearly equal as are those with Al in Tr0 and
Trm; this is expected,since the framework of high albite
at that temperature is nearly, but not quite, monoclinic
(monalbite). Al favors T, over T, by some 5 kJ/anion, or
40 kJ/mol, substantially more than in the fully minimized low-albite structures(Table 7), but this diference
is likely an artifact of using the fixed frameworks in the
high-albite calculations. In the room-temperature highalbite framework, Al is strongly favored in T,0' even over
T,m, since the fixed framework has a particular triclinic
distortion developed with decreasingtemperature along
a path dictated by the real disordered, but unchanging,
Al/Si distribution. Finally, it is particularly instructive to
note that essentially all of the energetic favorability Al
achievesfor concentration into T,0 has been gained by
framework distortions between 1090 "C and about 700
'C. This observation is entirely consistentwith, and reinforces, the conclusion, reached theoretically by Salje et
al. (1985)and experimentallyby Goldsmith and Jenkins
(1985),that most of the ordering in albite takesplaceover
this limited temperature range.
Having calculatedstatic structure energiesfor 55 Al/Si
'C high-albite
arrangements using the observed 1090
possible
estimate the
to
framework (Fig. 15), it is now
pAZterm,
small
the
which,
neglecting
of
disorder,
energy
is equivalent to the static contribution to the disordering
enthalpy. Assuming that the actual disordered AllSi distribution will follow a Boltzmann distribution, the Boltzmann-weightedaverageenergywill be (Binder, 1976):

(28)
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Fig. 14. High albite structureenergyversustemperature.
Calculationsbasedon fixed observedtetrahedralframeworks
(Prewittet al., 1976)and minimizedNa positions.Al ordered
into T,0 (solidcircles),
T,m (opencircles),
Tr0 (xs), and T2m
(+s).FromPostandBurnham(1981.

Fig. 15. Histogramof calculatedstmctureenergiesfor the
1090'C high albite framework,with minimum-energy
Na positions,for 55 Al/Si configurations.
Confrgurations
corresponding to Al orderedinto particularcrystallographic
sitesareindicated.Energiesare relativeto the lowestenergyconfiguration,
with Al in T,0.

tentials be modified to account for these anisotropic effects. The development of improved techniquesfor hanwhere the summation is over all possible Al/Si distribudling anisotropic anion polarizations is imminent.
tions. Our sum is over the 55 distributions investigated,
Calculation and prediction ofthose properties that dewhich is a small fraction of the total number, all the rest pend on derivatives ofpair potentials higher than the first
of which violate aluminum avoidance to some degree. are less precise and reliable. This is particularly true of
Assuming the aluminum-avoidance principle (Loewen- elastic moduli and Griineisen parameters,where differstein, 1954)has a valid energeticbasis, which appearsto encesbetween calculated and observed values of factors
be the case (e.g.,Cohen and Burnham, 1985)"our 55 of two or more are not uncommon. There may, in fact,
configurationswill be the most significant contributors to be impenetrable barriers; Hemley (personal communithe Boltzmann distribution. For the 1090 .C (1363 K) cation) suggests,for example, that it may be impossible
high-albite framework, (W) is +12.3 kJ/mol relative to with MEG or other nonempirical models to simulate well
the lowest-energyordered configuration, with Al in T,0. both a complex structure and its elastic properties siThus our estimate is that AH*u = 12.3 kl/mol at 1363 multaneously with full formal ion charges.
K. Carpenter et al. (1985) has determined from calorimEven for complex low-synmetry structures,our pres= 12.6 + 1.3 kJ/mol at973K, of which ent ionic modeling techniqueslet us answer many of the
etry that AHo_o
he estimatedthat about 1.3 kJlmol is due to AC,. Thus, "Why's" of crystal chemical behavior and let us make
the static A.[I.-uat 973 K would be about + I 1.3 kJlmol,
reasonablygood structural predictions at levels ofdetail
to which our estimate, calculated for 1363 K with the impossible with earlier semi-quantitative methods. Relstatic ionic model, comparesremarkably well. At the very ative stabilities of polymorphs and alternative hypothetleast it confirms that the many Al/Si configurations that ical structurescan be determined with reasonableconfiviolate aluminum avoidance are not significant contrib- dence.But when it comes to predicting phasechangesat
utors to the Boltzmann distribution.
elevated temperatures and pressures,the results are far
lessreliable. Imprecision in higher derivatives of pair poCoNcr,unrNc REMARXS
tentials and crudenessin handling polarization effects
Theseresultsdemonstratethat the ionic model is quan- generateerrors in properties such as thermal expansion,
titatively useful even for structuresin which electronega- heat capacities, and compressibilities that have signifitivity differencesindicate that the ionic character of the cant effectson derived equations of state and critical feabonding is not high and in which residual chargeson ions tures ofphase diagrams.I am confident that our potential
are known from observation to be significantly less than models will improve, however, and that reliable calcutheir formal charges.Pair potentials determined from fit- lation ofphase diagramswill becomea reality in the foreting to simple structures appear to have reliable transfer- seeablefuture.
ability into an encouraginglywide spectrum of complex
We are close to having the power of a supercomputer
structures.Theoretically determined MEG pair potentials on our desktopsand in our classrooms.We have precise
can be usedproductively to simulate a variety of complex structural data on an extraordinary wealth of mineral
structures,and the breadth ofsuccessful structure simu- species,provided by literally thousands of structure relations continues to grow rapidly. In siteswhere potential finements with precisely measured diffraction data over
field gradientsare substantialand anion electrondensities the past thirty years.Thesetwo realities ought to be poware polarized, successfulmodeling requires that pair po- erful forces tending to alter fundamentally the way we
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teach mineralogy. As overdue pedagogicaltransformations take place, I believe it is important to remember
the value of relatively simple informative models. Sir
Lawrence Bragg was especiallylucid with respectto the
place of such models:
Solid bodies consist of atomic nuclei and of electrons,
and the structure assumedby any solid is such that the
whole system of nuclei and electrons takes up a form
of minimal potential energy.The energy of a configuration is to be calculated by applying the principles of
quantum mechanics and no distinction between [the]
various types of [bondine] force appears in the rigid
mathematicalexpressions.It only appearswhen we find
it possibleto get an approximation to the truth by making simplifying assumptions appropriate to the case
considered.(Bragg,1937,p. 29)
The reality is that bonding in minerals is not purely
ionic. My perception is, however, that the ionic model is
an approximation to the truth appropriate to the caseof
many complex silicatesand oxides. I hope it will become
the perceptio4 of others as well.
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